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Abstract. Safety-critical applications require transparency in artificial
intelligence (AI) components, but convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
widely used for perception tasks lack inherent interpretability. Hence, in-
sights into what CNNs have learned are primarily based on performance
metrics because these allow, e.g., for cross-architecture CNN compari-
son. However, these neglect how knowledge is stored inside. To tackle
this yet unsolved problem, our work proposes two methods for estimat-
ing the layer-wise similarity between semantic information inside CNN
latent spaces. These allow insights into both the flow and likeness of
semantic information within CNN layers, and into the degree of their
similarity between different network architectures. As a basis, we use
two renowned explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) techniques, which
are used to obtain concept activation vectors, i.e., global vector repre-
sentations in the latent space. These are compared with respect to their
activation on test inputs. When applied to three diverse object detectors
and two datasets, our methods reveal that (1) similar semantic concepts
are learned regardless of the CNN architecture, and (2) similar concepts
emerge in similar relative layer depth, independent of the total number
of layers. Finally, our approach poses a promising step toward semantic
model comparability and comprehension of how different CNNs process
semantic information.

Keywords: Explainable Artificial Intelligence · Network Comparison ·
Feature Space Comparison · Semantic Concept.

1 Introduction

The emerging use of artificial intelligence (AI) and especially CNNs in safety-
critical applications such as automated driving and medicine, has made the in-
terpretability and transparency [3,32] of these models increasingly essential, not
least because industrial and legal standards demand sufficient evidence of de-
veloped AI modules for safe and ethical use[1,14]. Therefore, it is crucial to
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develop methods that reveal the model semantics, i.e., what was learned where
inside, particularly in relation to other models. Such model comparability at
the knowledge level can enhance the general understanding of model knowledge
encoding, the influence of architectures, and possibly also datasets. Potential
future applications include retrieval of dataset bias, informed model selection,
and architecture modification.

One popular method of knowledge representation assessment within the field
of XAI is an analysis of semantic concepts, where concepts correspond to real-
world objects or notions [5,32,33]. These concepts are associated with vectors in
the CNN feature space, the so-called concept activation vectors (CAV) [22,50].
By examining the CAVs and their responses to model inputs, experts can gain
valuable insights into model operation.

This research proposes two architecture-agnostic strategies for estimating the
similarity of feature spaces and semantic concepts in CNNs. These allow answer-
ing for any two CNN layers how similar they are regarding their learned concepts
(unsupervised strategy) and any given set of user-defined concepts (supervised
strategy). To achieve this, we use the concept analysis methods TCAV [22] (su-
pervised) and ICE [50] (unsupervised) as the basis. Both generate CAVs for
concept-related samples during training. The response of these CAVs to test
data is then measured to determine the feature space similarity with respect to
the given concepts. The contributions and findings of this work are the following:

– We conduct a concept-based comparison of feature spaces and show
how the same semantic information is processed differently across various
CNN backbones;

– We propose an unsupervised and a supervised layer-wise approaches
to compare the semantic information encoded in CNNs, which are
shown to yield intuitive and interpretable results regarding CNN knowledge
inspection;

– The main findings of our concept-based comparison of feature spaces are:
same semantic concepts are learned across different CNN architec-
tures and can be extracted from proper layers, representations of concepts
are located at the same relative depth of the backbone in feature
spaces of different networks.

2 Related Work

Explainable AI. The field of XAI encompasses interpretability techniques [41]
to explain the predictions of machine learning functions like neural networks
(NNs) to a human. While ante-hoc approaches using interpretable models, e.g.,
produce human-understandable concept outputs [23,28,7], are preferable [39], we
here concentrate on already trained CNNs. For post-hoc explainability, one can
distill approximate interpretable surrogate models. Concept-based examples are
flow-graphs [18], layer-wise concept hierarchies [47,48,49], decision trees [46,8],
and rule sets [34,35]. However, the limited fidelity to the original CNN renders
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them unsuitable for quantitative CNN comparison. Other post-hoc methods con-
centrate on explaining the behavior of single samples. Such can be applied in
an approximate model-agnostic manner [35,38] or model-specific based on the
model internal processing, like prominent saliency methods [51,43,4,2]. Such lo-
cal approaches, even if aggregated to global information like in [24], only give
limited insights into concepts represented in the CNN internals. Instead, this
work relies on concept analysis [40], i.e., XAI methods that allow direct insights
into the human-understandable concepts learned by a CNN.

Concept Analysis. Early techniques associate single CNN units with con-
cepts [5,33], disregarding the distributed nature of CNN representations. Su-
pervised linear methods like state-of-the-art TCAV [22] associate concepts to
latent space vectors. Further extensions to use cases like concept regression [15]
and localization [29] also stuck to this principle. There are also non-linear al-
ternatives like clustering [16,21] or NNs [9], which, however, pose additional
requirements to the labels. Unsupervised approaches require no concept labels
at all, like ICE [50] that applies matrix factorization to the latent space. Alter-
natives relying on the intelligent choice of concept candidate patches [12,11] lead
to less interpretable results [50].

Network Comparison. Existing neural network comparison methods fore-
mostly utilize performance or error-estimation metrics and qualitative manual
observation based on visual analytics or XAI. Examples of object detection
model analysis are the TIDE [6] metrics and visualizations toolbox, and the
framework by Miller et al. [31] to analyze models’ ability to handle false neg-
ative occurrences. More knowledge-based approaches measure the compliance
with constraints like object relations [13,42] or temporal consistency [45].

3 Background

In contrast to the mentioned methods, our approach involves comparing feature
spaces, i.e., the knowledge encoded in CNNs, through semantic concepts and
their responses to various inputs. A (visual) semantic concept refers to a feature
of an image that can be expressed in natural language (e.g., “head” or “green”)
[5,10]. Concepts can be associated with a numeric vector in the latent space,
known as the concept vector [22,10]. The approaches used in this paper are
shortly recapitulated in the following.

TCAV. TCAV [22] is a supervised concept analysis method that utilizes
Concept Activation Vectors (CAVs) to represent concepts in the latent space
of a NN. Parameters of CAVs correspond to those of a binary linear classifier
that separates the feature space of a given layer in a concept-versus-rest manner.
The classifier is trained using the activations of concept-related and unrelated
samples. Geometrically, a CAV is the normal vector to the separation hyperplane
and indicates the direction of the concept in the latent space. The similitude
between a sample and concepts is defined by cosine similarity. This feature of
CAVs can be employed for ranking of input samples by concept relevance.
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Fig. 1: Unsupervised evaluation of concept similarity (a) and concept similarity
scoring (b).

ICE. The unsupervised ICE [50] approach employs Non-Negative Matrix
Factorization (NMF) to mine a pre-defined small number of Non-negative CAVs
(NCAVs) in the latent space. These NCAVs correspond to the most frequent ac-
tivation patterns in convolutional filters caused by the training samples. NCAVs
are then utilized to map input sample activations of dimensionality C×H×W to
C ′ ×H ×W dimensional concept activations, where C, H, W , and C ′ represent
the channel, height, width, and concept dimensions, respectively. Each of the C ′

concept activations of size 1 ×H ×W is normalized, interpolated to the origi-
nal input size, and employed as a saliency map to highlight the concept-related
regions. Examples of such binarized masks are presented in Fig. 5.

4 Semantic Comparability Methods

To address the gap in the literature on the comparison of model semantics,
we introduce supervised and unsupervised approaches that use concept repre-
sentations to compare feature spaces of CNN backbones. These methods rely on
relative semantic similarity ranking of samples and overlap estimation of concept
saliency maps. Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 provide details on the unsupervised
and supervised comparison approaches, respectively.

4.1 Unsupervised Concept Similarity

The proposed unsupervised approach addresses two key questions: “Are there
similar concepts in feature spaces of different layers?” and “How similar are
they?”. We utilize ICE [50] to identify and extract the most prominent activation
patterns, represented by NCAVs, in the feature spaces of different layers. Then,
we measure the overlap between binarized concept saliency maps on test data
to compare the similarity of extracted concepts in selected layers. Although we
use ICE in our work, the general approach is not limited to this specific method
and shall only showcase the usage of saliency methods.

Figure 1a depicts the layer-wise unsupervised knowledge comparison process
in two trained Tested Networks, which may have different architectures. L1 and
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L2 are indices of analyzed layers. The first step involves using the activations
of training samples (Train Acts) obtained from the Train Images to automati-
cally extract concept vectors (NCAVs) with the Concept Miner. Subsequently,
during the testing phase (Fig. 1b), the NCAVs are utilized to generate Concept
Masks for activations (Test Acts) of Test Images. We process obtained contin-
uous Concept Masks to evaluate concept similarity via masks. Each of them is
normalized between 0 and 1, bilinearly interpolated to the same size (e.g., size
of corresponding Test Images), and then binarized by thresholding, where the
threshold value is a hyperparameter. After completing the preprocessing step,
we calculate the Unsupervised Concept Similarity (UCSi,j) for any pair of con-
cepts by averaging the pixel-wise Jaccard index, also known as Intersection over
Union (IoU), of a set of binary concept masks obtained for test samples:

UCSi,j =
1

N

N∑
k=1

IoU(Mk
i ,M

k
j ) , IoU(Mk

i ,M
k
j ) =

∑
AND(Mk

i ,M
k
j )∑

OR(Mk
i ,M

k
j )

, (1)

where, i and j are concept indices, N is the number of test samples, and
Mk

i ,M
k
j ∈ {True, False}W×H are binary concept masks binary interpolated to

the same fixed size W ×H (defined by user) for the test sample at index k, AND
and OR refer to pixel-wise intersection and union of binary masks, respectively.

Therefore, by comparing the projections of extracted concepts onto the input
space, we indirectly measure the similarity between concepts and even describe
the similarity of latent spaces. Using different test sets to excite and extract
desired concepts in various layers, human experts can gain valuable insights into
the knowledge similitude across different models.

4.2 Supervised Feature Space Similarity

The supervised approach aims to answer the question, “How similar is the ar-
rangement of feature spaces in compared layers with respect to given concepts?”.
In order to answer it, CAVs [22] are utilized as pivot vectors, around which we
estimate the behaviuor of feature spaces with activations of test samples.
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Figure 2a shows the supervised concept-based layer-wise feature space com-
parison process for two trained Test Networks. L1 and L2 are indices of analyzed
layers. In the first stage, the Concept Extractor is employed to extract CAVs for
each pair of the compared layers, using the training sample activations (Train
Acts) obtained from concept-related images (Train Concepts). Next (Fig. 2b),
to compare the feature spaces with respect to selected concepts, we compute
the cosine similarity between the CAVs and the activations of test samples (Test
Acts). Finally, we use the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) to compare the
resulting series of cosine similarities and estimate the Supervised Feature Space
Similarity (SFSSu,v), which takes into account the ranking information of the
samples as well as accounts for the relative orientation of sample activations in
the feature space:

SFSSu,v =
1

M

M∑
i=1

PCC
({

CSi
u,k

}N

k=1
),
{
CSi

v,k

}N

k=1

)
(2)

CSi
∗,k = cos(CAV i

∗ , x∗,k) , ∗ ∈ {u, v} (3)

where, indices u and v represent network layers, M is the total number of test
concepts, i is the index of the currently tested concept, N is the total number
of test samples, and CS∗,k is a series of cosine similarities between the tested
concept’s CAV and the activation x∗,k of the k-th test sample in layer ∗.

Although we propose using PCC to compute SFSSu,v, it can be replaced
with a statistical metric that preserves the rank order of values in the series.
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, for example, is a valid alternative.

Hence, by ranking and comparing the similarities between concept represen-
tations and test sample activations across multiple layers and models, we can
indirectly estimate the generalized similarity and arrangement of their feature
spaces.

5 Experimental Setup

Our experiments follow the methodology outlined in the previous section, which
involves two main parts: 1) unsupervised layer-wise estimation of semantic simi-
larity with binary concept masks (Sec. 4.1); and 2) supervised layer-wise compar-
ison of model feature spaces with sample semantic similarity rankings (Sec. 4.2).
In the subsequent subsections, we provide all details on the experimental setup.

5.1 Experimental Data of Test Images

We assume that the semantic complexity of the test data may affect the perfor-
mance of the proposed methods. To investigate this, we conduct the evaluation
using two datasets with similar knowledge categories but varying semantic com-
plexity: MS COCO 2017 [25] and CelebA [27]. The CelebA is a low semantic di-
versity dataset, which comprises over 202,599 homogenous images with celebrity
faces. In contrast, the MS COCO dataset is an object detection dataset with
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(a) Concept: “legs” (b) Concept: “head” (c) Concept: “torso”

Fig. 3: Examples of generated MS COCO synthetic concept training samples.

high semantic diversity, featuring images of various objects in different contexts.
This dataset includes images of different shapes with 2D object bounding box
annotations. We utilized a subset of more than 2,000 MS randomly selected
COCO images containing person class objects in various positions and situa-
tions. To streamline further visual validation, we only used non-crowd instances
with bounding box areas of at least 20, 000 pixels. The resulting subset includes
more than 2679 bounding boxes of people in different poses and locations ex-
tracted from 1685 images.

5.2 Models

We perform a semantic comparison of three object detectors of different paradigms
and generations, which also feature different backbones, to evaluate the applica-
bility of our approach:
– one-stage YOLOv5s1 [20] with residual (res.) DarkNet [36,17] backbone;
– one-stage SSD2 [26], which utilizes a VGG [44] backbone;
– two-stage FasterRCNN3 [37] with inverted res. MobileNetV3 [19] backbone.
All models are trained on the semantically rich MS COCO [25], which is expected
to contain semantic concepts relevant to both test datasets (Sec. 5.1). The models
above are further referred to as YOLO5, SSD, and RCNN.

5.3 Concept Mining and Synthetic Concept Generation

The effectiveness of supervised concept-based analysis heavily relies on the qual-
ity of the concept-related training data. Unfortunately, publicly available datasets
with concept labels are scarce, and existing ones may not be suitable for all re-
search domains and tasks To address this issue, we suggest generating synthetic
concept samples using concept information automatically extracted from task-
specific datasets.

For this, we mine concept-related superpixels (image patches) with ICE [50]
from MS COCO bounding boxes of the person class with an area of at least
1 https://github.com/ultralytics/yolov5
2 https://pytorch.org/vision/stable/models/ssd
3 https://pytorch.org/vision/stable/models/faster_rcnn

https://github.com/ultralytics/yolov5
https://pytorch.org/vision/stable/models/ssd
https://pytorch.org/vision/stable/models/faster_rcnn
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Fig. 4: Generation of 3D- and 1D-CAV representations.

20, 000 pixels (Sec. 5.1). For experiments, we selected 3 concepts, each compris-
ing 100 superpixels and semantically corresponding to labels “legs”, “head”, and
“torso”. Concepts were extracted from YOLOv5s layers 8.v3.c, 9.v1.c, and
10.c respectively.

In order to create a synthetic concept sample, 1 to 5 concept-related super-
pixels are randomly selected and placed on a background of random noise drawn
from a uniform distribution. Figure 3 shows examples of MS COCO synthetic
concepts. Additionally, we rescale the superpixels by a factor between 0.9 and
1.1 before placement. The dimensions of the generated samples are set to be
640× 480 pixels.

To conduct experiments on the CelebA dataset, we utilized four concepts
extracted from the 7.conv layer of YOLO5 (based on the results of Experiment 1,
see Sec. 6.1). These concepts correspond to semantic labels “hairs”, “upper face”,
“lower face”, and “neck”. Each concept sample contains one concept superpixel.
The CelebA concept sample has the same size as the dataset sample, i.e., 178×
218 pixels. The top row of Figure 5 displays examples of concept masks, which
are utilized for concept superpixel cropping.

5.4 Dimensionality of Concept Activation Vectors

The TCAV [22] method employs 3D-CAVs to represent concepts. However, an
alternative approach is to use a 1D-representation, as concept information can
be encoded in the linear combination of feature space channels [10,50]. The
use of a 1D-CAV offers several benefits [30] over the 3D-CAV: 1) it is more
stable and computationally efficient, as it reduces the number of computational
parameters, which is particularly important for a layer-to-layer comparison of
deep backbones; 2) it is translation invariant since the spatial information of the
concept is aggregated and only the presence or absence of the concept affects
the channel activation strength. Given the mentioned advantages, we have opted
to utilize 1D-CAVs in our experiments for supervised feature space comparison
(Section 4.2).

Figure 4 illustrates the process of obtaining 1D- and 3D-CAVs, where C, H,
and W represent the channel, height, and width dimensions, respectively. The
arrows indicate the concept extraction process (see Sec. 3), where all input
representations are aggregated across the height and width dimensions before
computing the 1D-CAV. When dealing with 1D-representations to compute the
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similarity between the concept and sample the sample activation undergoes the
same aggregation across the height and width dimensions.

5.5 Experiment-specific Settings

Experiment 1: Unsupervised Concept Similarity. We carried out experiments
on unsupervised concept similarity using datasets of varying semantic diversity
to showcase how the input data influence concept mining. To train the NCAVs,
we used 100 and 300 random samples from CelebA and MS COCO datasets,
respectively, as explained in Section 4.1 and Section 5.1. Afterward, we evaluated
the performance using another 100 samples of each dataset to compute our
UCSi,j metric from Section 4.1. The experimental results are presented as a
heatmap for each pair of layers.

For CelebA, we extracted 5 concepts per layer, while for MS COCO, the
number of mined concepts is set to 10. We used a value of BT = 0.25 (see
Sec. 6.1 for the analysis of the impact of BT values) for binarizing concept masks.
Examples of resulting masks for different BT values can be seen in Fig. 8c in
Sec. 6.1.
Experiment 2: Supervised Feature Space Similarity. We evaluated the layer-
wise feature space similarity of neural networks by conducting tests using CAVs
trained on synthetic concepts from MS COCO and CelebA (see Section 5.3). To
measure the SFSSi,j ranking metric, we used 200 randomly sampled MS COCO
images, and the results are presented as a heatmap, with each cell representing
a layer combination. To plot the heatmaps, we selected 10 layers uniformly dis-
tributed over the backbone depth of the networks under test (see Sec. 6.2), which
are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Shorthands of selected CNN intermediate layers for experiments
(b=block, f=features, e=extra, c=conv, v=cv).

NN Layer id
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

YOLO5 4.v3.c 5.c 6.v3.c 7.c 8.v3.c 9.v2.c 13.v3.c 17.v3.c 18.c 20.v3.c 21.c

SSD f.5 f.10 f.14 f.17 f.21 e.0.1 e.0.5 e.1.0 e.2.0 e.3.0 e.4.0

RCNN 5.b.3 7.b.2 8.b.2 9.b.2 10.b.2 11.b.3 12.b.3 13.b.3 14.b.3 15.b.3 16

6 Experimental Results

6.1 Unsupervised Concept Similarity

The experiments were carried out following the methodology outlined in Sec-
tion 4.1, using the setup described in Section 5.5. Figures 6, 7, 8a, and 8b depict
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Fig. 5: Examples of binary concept masks obtained unsupervised using ICE for
CelebA (top) and MS COCO (bottom) at binarization threshold BT = 0.25.

the concept similarity heatmaps of concepts mined in different layers, while Fig-
ures 5 and 8c show examples of the produced concept masks.

Impact of data semantic diversity. After manually inspecting concept
masks and UCS-heatmaps generated with CelebA for different layers of the
tested CNN backbones, we discovered that YOLO5 7.c, SSD e.0.3, and RCNN
15.b.3.0 layers (see Tab.1 for shorthands) had the most similar concepts and
feature spaces. These are shown in the top row of Fig. 6. Furthermore, we found
a one-to-one correspondence between extracted concepts in these layers. For con-
venience, we arranged the heatmap’s horizontal axis by placing the most similar
concept pairs on the diagonal. All of the extracted concepts are interpretable and
correspond to semantic labels (with optimal layers for them in brackets): “hair”
(YOLO5.c4, SSD.c4, RCNN.c2), “upper face” (YOLO5.c1, SSD.c2, RCNN.c0), “lower
face” (YOLO5.c2, SSD.c0, RCNN.c4), “neck” (YOLO5.c3, SSD.c3, RCNN.c1), and
“background” (YOLO5.c0, SSD.c1, RCNN.c3). Figure 5 demonstrates examples of
binary masks generated for “hair”, “lower face” and “neck” concepts.

In contrast to CelebA, not all concepts mined from MS COCO are human-
interpretable and have counterparts in other models. This is demonstrated in the
example of layers 8.v3.c, e.0.5, and 15.b.3.0 of YOLO5, SSD, and RCNN
(bottom row of Fig. 6). The higher semantic variability of input samples in MS
COCO, where input samples may contain different sets of concepts, makes it
more challenging to mine meaningful concepts. However, after a manual inspec-
tion of the most similar concept pairs highlighted by our approach, we found
concepts corresponding to semantic labels such as “legs” (YOLO5.cc, SSD.c0,
RCNN.c2), “head” (YOLO5.c2, SSD.c1, RCNN.c1), and “background” (YOLO5.c8,
SSD.c8, RCNN.c7). Examples of their binary masks are depicted in the bottom
row of Figure 5.

To summarize our observations, we conclude that datasets with high semantic
variability may lead to a lower quality of automatic concept extraction results.
Our proposed method can quantify and visualize this issue, assist in finding
similar concepts, and identify layers with similar semantic information. Also, for
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Fig. 7: Unsupervised concept similarity (UCSi,j) estimates of different concepts
ci (x-axis) and cj (y-axis) mined in non-optimal layers.

a comprehensive unsupervised comparison of model concepts and feature spaces,
we recommend using datasets with semantically homogeneous samples, similar
to those found in CelebA.

Semantically similar layers identification. The proposed method en-
ables the identification of the most similar layers in different networks. For ex-
ample, the top row diagrams of Figure 6 display the layers with the highest level
of feature space correspondence for CelebA, where each concept of one layer has a
distinct counterpart in another. Another example in Figure 7 demonstrates non-
optimal variations where a concept has multiple possible counterparts (Fig. 7a)
or no matches (Fig. 7b).

In our experience, the main factors that influence the identification of similar
layers are the number of concepts mined and the semantic complexity of the test
dataset, as demonstrated in Figure 6.
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Fig. 8: Influence of concept mask binarization threshold value (BT ) on unsuper-
vised concept similarity estimation of concepts ci (x-axis) and cj (y-axis) for
7.conv and backbone.extra.0.3 layers of YOLO5 and SSD.
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Fig. 9: Supervised feature space comparison of SSD and YOLO5 layers (all con-
volutional layers indexed from 0 to 20 resp. 54).

Concept robustness with regards to BT . The parameters of binary
masks generated by ICE on test samples depend on the binarization threshold
BT : higher BT values may reduce mask size and, hence, impact concept simi-
larity, as illustrated in Fig. 8c. By leveraging this finding, we can also quantify
the relative robustness of different concepts. As illustrated in Figures 8a and 8b,
concepts like YOLO5.c1 and SSD.c2, as well as YOLO5.c2 and SSD.c0, exhibit
the most resilience to changes in BT , making them the most robust ones.

6.2 Supervised Feature Space Similarity

Semantic information flow. Figures 9 and 10 display the layer-wise similarity
between the feature spaces of models with respect to given concepts. Notably,
the diagonal values in the heatmap of Figure 9 are more intense, indicating that
semantic similarity is primarily influenced by the layer’s relative depth in the
backbone. Therefore, we can compare entire networks by evaluating a selected
set of N layers (like in Table 1) evenly distributed throughout the backbone.
Such an approach helps save processing power and time while preserving the
global picture.
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Fig. 10: Supervised feature space comparison of selected model layers (cf. Tab. 1).

Concept complexity. By examining Figure 10, we can observe that con-
cepts derived from the CelebA dataset, which are lower in abstraction level and
pertain to different parts of the face, lead to the greater similarity between lay-
ers in identical model pairs compared to the more complex body part concepts
extracted from MS COCO. Additionally, these concepts are more clearly de-
fined across a broader range of layers, resulting in distinguishable clusters (more
prominent, darker regions) on the heatmaps. These observations imply that these
concepts are more effectively represented in the feature spaces of the compared
models.

Network architecture differences. Among the tested backbones, the Mo-
bileNetV3 backbone of RCNN exhibits a remarkably distinct behavior. Specifi-
cally, MobileNetV3 captures the same semantic information in two distinct re-
gions within the network: at the beginning and in the middle. This can be ob-
served in the middle and right columns of Figure 10, where we see a pattern with
two distinct clusters (darker areas) along the vertical axis, between layers 0 and
3, and layers 5 and 8. This pattern is not observed in the direct comparison of
the DarkNet and VGG backbones of YOLO5 and SSD, and, thus, only typical to
MobileNetV3. We attribute this peculiarity to the distinctive network-building
technique employed in inverted residual blocks of MobileNetV3, which propa-
gates the semantics of tested concepts across the network efficiently. This, in
turn, leads to a comparatively lesser decrease in semantic similarity of deeper
layers in RCNN than in SSD and YOLO5.

Thereby, the proposed method for supervised feature space comparison also
allows us to identify significant variations in the feature spaces and semantic
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representation learning across different models, and also can be used to judge
optimal model architectures concerning interpretability.

6.3 Limitations and Future Work

Our approaches for concept analysis naturally inherit all limitations of data-
driven methods, like dependence on high-quality data. Thus, as done here, man-
ual visual validation of used CAVs and NCAVs remains inevitable. Our proposed
semi-automatic data generation can be used to reduce labeling costs. Moreover,
we found that the semantic diversity of the test data strongly affects the quality
of the extracted concepts, and hence recommend using semantically homoge-
neous sets for testing.

A limitation inherent to using ICE concept masks is the differing and low
mask resolution resulting from the different activation map dimensions. Choosing
the scaling factors individually for any pair of layers may mitigate this, however,
at the cost of comparability. Another issue is the dependence on the binarization
threshold BT . Therefore, an interesting future direction could be to compare the
non-binary concept masks directly.

In general, it will be interesting to apply our approach to further large NN
architectures, e.g., transformers, and other visual tasks than object detection.

7 Conclusion and Outlook

In this research, we presented architecture-agnostic supervised and unsupervised
methods for estimating the similarity of feature spaces in CNN backbones. Pro-
posed methods help to reveal how the same semantic information is processed
across various model backbones and enable identification of the semantically
similar layers. We use semantic concept vectors, namely CAVs, and NCAVs, to
assess the behavior of the latent space through the concept’s response to the test
data. Experiments on two datasets and three different backbone architectures
trained on the same data revealed that regardless of the NN architecture, layers
with similar semantic information can be found, as we found network layers with
one-to-one concept correspondence. We also discovered that the feature space se-
mantic information depends on the relative depth of the layer in the network
backbone. Therefore, to compare different CNN backbones, it seems sufficient
to compare only a subset of layers of uniform depth-distance in the backbone.
Finally, our method provides valuable insights, which may be useful for appli-
cations like informed model selection, meta-analysis of network architectures, or
dataset bias retrieval.
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